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SJIIM students obtain outstanding IGCSE results   

 

Petaling Jaya, Malaysia (16 August 2019) - The students of St. Joseph’s Institution International 
School Malaysia (SJIIM) have secured outstanding scores in the recent Cambridge International 
General Certificate of Secondary Education (IGCSE) examinations. Overall, the results recorded were 
excellent and bested even the impressive inaugural set of IGCSE results it achieved in 2018.  

 

37% of the grades achieved were graded at A* while 69% were graded at A*- A which is an 
outstanding achievement. Meanwhile, 88% of the grades achieved were graded A*- B and an 
unbelievable 97% were graded at A* - C. This achievement is also very impressive given that it is 
significantly higher than the world IGCSE examinations result average in 2018. There was further 
cause to celebrate when it was revealed that 96% of the students who sat for the IGCSE examinations 
achieved a minimum 5A* - C grade for all their subject papers which assures them of their further 
education pathways.   

 

The top scorers for SJIIM were Emily Ng Siew Zhang and Joey Chee who both scored an amazing 10A* 
respectively. They were ecstatic and credited their success to the learning experience in SJIIM. Emily 
Ng, who will also be continuing her studies in SJIIM under the IBDP said, “My 3 years in SJIIM as a 
founding student has been a really great experience as I learnt so much academically and more 
importantly, developed and grew as a person, along with my classmates. The IGCSE was truly a 
rewarding experience for me.” 
 
Joey Chee, who will be furthering her studies in the UK, also echoed Emily’s sentiment, “My time in 
SJIIM has been a wonderful experience with supportive teachers and a very strong sense of 
community. I am extremely grateful to have gone through my IGCSE in the conducive environment 
that SJIIM creates for its students.” 

 

The Cambridge IGCSE is the world’s most popular international qualification for 14 to 16-year-olds. It 
is recognised by leading universities and employers worldwide and is an international passport to 
progression and success. Developed over 30 years ago, it is tried, tested and trusted by schools 
worldwide and is used as the high school academic assessment by top international schools around 
the world including SJIIM.  

 

Dr Nicola Brown, the High School Principal of SJIIM had forecasted the good results and was very 
proud of their achievements. She added, “Our students have worked very hard to achieve these 
wonderful results and we are immensely proud of them. Our talented teaching staff dedicated their 
time and energy to support the students in their examination preparation. We are delighted that 
the students in this cohort have succeeded in their pursuit of academic excellence as well as in the 
development of characteristics that will benefit the wider community. They are a true and honest 
representation of our school tagline "Enter to Learn, Leave to Serve' and we wish them every 
success in the future.” 
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Mr Anton Bush, the IGCSE Coordinator of SJIIM was also delighted with the students’ performance, 
“We are very proud of the achievements of this cohort of students. They have formed a very special 
team that embodies the values of our school and together, they have achieved an excellent set of 
results. There were many superb individual results within the overall picture with 70% of students 
achieving at least 5 A*- A grades. These IGCSE results are the best that our school has achieved to 
date and I am sure that all of the students will go on to even greater success in the future." 
 

SJIIM’s next academic year begins on 26 August 2019 with places still available for selected year 
groups. For more information about our school, please refer to www.sji-international.edu.my   

 
About St. Joseph’s Institution International School Malaysia (Tropicana PJ Campus)  
 

A Brother school of the esteemed St Joseph’s Institution and SJI International in Singapore, St Joseph’s 

Institution International School Malaysia (SJIIM) provides Lasallian holistic education for 3 to 18-year-

olds. SJII Malaysia offers International Primary Curriculum, Singapore Math and a strong Mandarin 

Programme as well as the International General Certificate of Secondary Education (“IGCSE”) and 

International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme (“IBDP”). 

Located in the heart of the Tropicana township, the campus is a 6.5 acres’ purpose-built school which 

offers wide-ranging facilities such as a indoor sports hall, senior and junior swimming pools, 

auditorium / performing arts centre, music studios, black box drama rooms, separate elementary & 

high school library, computer lab, FA qualified football field, tennis courts, Lasallian Mission Centre, 

air-conditioned dining hall, playgrounds and a sickbay with full time nurses. To ensure a safe 

environment for the students, the school is also equipped with a campus-wide security system. For 

more information about the school, please visit www.sji-international.edu.my   

 
Relevant Chinese name:  

马来西亚国际学校 

(八打灵再也Tropicana 院校) :  

St Joseph’s Institution International School Malaysia (Tropicana PJ Campus) 
 
For media inquiries:  
 
Mr Neoh Soon Ken 
Director of Marketing and Communications 
Contact No: +603 86053605; +6016 4758308 
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